
Nutri-Fruit Lightening and Clarifying Mask 

 
 

Nutri-Fruit “Lightening and Clarifying” Mask powerfully brightens all skins while it clarifies with 

a unique purification of plants known for these properties including: 

• Eliminating dull ash tones from dead skin cells 

• Soothing redness 

• Decreasing inflammation  

• Boosts healing for skin eruptions due to acne 

• Brightening skin color giving balance  

• Clarification that increases the skins strength 

 

Nutri-Fruit “Lightening and Clarifying” Mask combines of raw plant energy and active clay. 

Hibiscus for its natural antioxidant and AHA acid properties.  

Hibiscus is a powerful antiseptic that kills bacteria and relieves pain. Both these actions de-

flame redness and slow down inflammation and increase faster healing. 

Cranberry for its anti-bacterial and super food nutrients.  

Cranberry also includes antioxidants and is one of the richest super fruit plus its added 

astringent properties clearing the akin of germs.  Lesser known is that cranberry contains a 

significant amount of natural salicylic acid, manganese, and vitamins C and K, making the 

cranberry a powerful anti-inflammatory agent, offering skin smoothing and irritation quenching 

activity. 

Fullers Clay to super refine and brighten clay.  

Fullers Clay is extraordinary for acne and combination skin and any overactive oily skin that 

produces chronic amounts of debris, congestion, and soreness. Its is also a deep brightening 

clay leaving the skin 100% brighter and clearer even after one treatment.  

Bentonite Clay for its Rich Trace Mineral content.  

Bentonite Clay’s properties meet the needs for the stimulation of breaking up deep congestion, 

remarkable refinement, stimulation of purifying vessel factors and helps relieve acne 

inflammation. Excellent for all skin even in the smallest amount with pink or green clays for 

specific skin types 

Nutri- Fruit Lightening and Clarifying Mask is excellent for all reasons for a brighter more even 

toned complexion that can become flawless with regular treatment including dry, acne, grey 

unbalanced and every skin for a seasonal brightening.   


